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Abstract.
We present a partial characterization of matrices in Mn(A)
+ satisfying the
Størmer condition.
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1
2In [11] Størmer gave the following characterization of decomposable maps:
Theorem 1. ([11]) Let φ : A → B(H) be a positive map. A map φ is decompos-
able if and only if for all n ∈ N whenever (xij) and (xji) belong to Mn(A)
+ then
(φ(xij)) ∈Mn(B(H))
+.
where A is a C∗-algebra, B(H) is the set of all bounded linear operators on a
complex Hilbert space H, andMn(A) stands for n×n matrices over a subspace A of
a C∗-algebra. Finally Mn(A)
+ denotes the positive part of Mn(A). Furthermore,
throughout this note, H will stand for a finite dimensional Hilbert space.
The aim of this note is to provide some elaboration of the condition: (xij) and
(xji) are in Mn(A)
+. It is worth pointing out that such elaboration seems to be
very useful for quantum computing [8] as well as for a better understanding of the
structure of positive maps (see Question on page 585 in [5] and Corollary 7 in [9]).
We firstly note that the positivity of the matrix (φ(xij)) (with operator entries!)
is equivalent to (cf [13])
(1)
∑
ij
y∗i φ(xij)yj ≥ 0
where {yi} are arbitrary elements of B(H). Furthermore, any positive matrix (xij)
can be written as
(2) (xij) =
∑
k
((v
(k)
i )
∗v
(k)
j
Hence, applying condition (1) to matrices of the form (a∗i aj) with the choice of xi
such that all xi = 0 except for i0 and j0, then changing the numeration in such
way that xi0 = x1 and xj0 = x2 we arrive to study the positivity of the following
matrix
(3)
(
a∗1a1 a
∗
1a2
a∗2a1 a
∗
2a2
)
≥ 0
and its transposition. On the other hand, block matrix techniques leads to necessary
and sufficient conditions for positivity of such matrices. Namely, let A,B,C be d×d
matrices. Then
Lemma 2. (see [15])
(4)
[
A B
B∗ C
]
≥ 0
if and only if A ≥ 0, C ≥ 0 and there exists a contraction W such that B =
A
1
2WC
1
2 .
Assume, if necessary, that a1 and a2 have inverses otherwise a
−1
i is understood to
be generalized inverse of ai. Then, an application of Lemma 2 to Størmer condition
leads to the following question: When |a1|
−1a∗2a1|a2|
−1 is a contraction? But an
operator T ∈ B(H) is a contraction if and only if ||T || ≤ 1 what is equivalent to
||Tx||2 ≤ ||x||2. This can be written as
(5) (x, T ∗Tx) ≤ (x, x)
what is equivalent to
(6) T ∗T ≤ 1
3Consequently, (6) and Zhan’s lemma 2 give (see also [1] and [4])
(7) a∗1a2|a1|
−2a∗2a1 ≤ |a2|
2
Hence
(8) ∀f (f, a
∗
1a2(a
∗
1a1)
−1a∗2a1f) ≤ (f, a
∗
2a2f)
So, putting f = a−11 g one gets
(9) ∀g ||(a
∗
1)
−1a∗2g|| ≤ ||a2a
−1
1 g||
This means hyponormality of operators (a2a
−1
1 )
∗ (cf. [7], and [10]). But, as consid-
ered operators are defined on finite dimensional Hilbert space, in particular, they
are completely continuous. Therefore, hyponormality of (a2a
−1
1 )
∗ implies normality
(see [2], [3], and [10]).
Consequently, a2a
−1 is a normal operator. This means that there is a unitary
operator U (equivalently unitary matrix as finite dimensions are assumed) such
that
(10) Ua2a
−1
1 U
∗ = diag(λi)
where λi ∈ C. This can be rewritten as
(11) a2a
−1
1 =
∑
i
λiQi
where λi ∈ C and {Qi} is the resolution of identity. Hence, putting Qi ≡ |ei >< ei|
where {ei} is a CONS in the Hilbert space H on which operators {ai} act and
|f >< g|z ≡ (g, z)|f >, one gets
(12) a2 =
∑
i
λi|ei >< a
∗
1ei|
Thus we proved:
Proposition 3. For any matrix
(
a∗1a1 a
∗
1a2
a∗2a1 a
∗
2a2
)
satisfying the Størmer condition,
a2 is of the form (12).
Remark 4. Using the Ando-Choi inequality (see [1], [4]) one gets analogous formula
for a1 in terms of a2.
As a next step we note that (12) and Størmer condition lead to the following
form of the matrix
(
a∗1a1 a
∗
1a2
a∗2a1 a
∗
2a2
)
:
(13)
(
a∗1a1 a
∗
1a2
a∗2a1 a
∗
2a2
)
=
∑
i
(
1 λi
λ¯i |λi|
2
) ˙( |a∗1ei >< a∗1ei| 0
0 |a∗1ei >< a
∗
1ei|
)
To rewrite the above equality in more compact form, let us denote the norm of
the vector |a∗1ei > by αi and the normalized vector
1
αi
|a∗1ei > by ϕi. Then
(14)
(
a∗1a1 a
∗
1a2
a∗2a1 a
∗
2a2
)
=
∑
i
α2i
(
1 λi
λ¯i |λi|
2
) ˙( |ϕi >< ϕi| 0
0 |ϕi >< ϕi|
)
4or symbolically
(15)
(
a∗1a1 a
∗
1a2
a∗2a1 a
∗
2a2
)
=
∑
i
α2i · Λi ·Ri
where Λi are “matrix” coefficients while Ri are “matrix” projectors (not mutually
orthogonal!). This leads to:
Corollary 5. It is well known (see [6], [12], and [14]) that for positive φ :Mk(C)→
Ml(C), there is no room for non-decomposable maps when k = 2, l = 2, 3 but there
exist non-decomposable maps for k = 2, l = 4, 5... In this case, to select decompos-
able maps one applies Størmer’s Theorem 1. In this context it is worth pointing out
that (15) implies “separability” for [a∗i aj ] satisfying the Størmer condition. There-
fore, it is important to realize that non-triviality of Størmer condition follows from
the fact that when a positive matrix [xi,j ] (=
∑
k((v
(k)
i )
∗v
(k)
j ) satisfies the Størmer
condition some of its summand(s) (v
(k)
i )
∗v
(k)
j may not.
We end this note with
Remark 6. (1) The proof of Proposition 3 is based on block matrix techniques
(cf Lemma 2). However, it should be emphasize that Zhan’s lemma can be
generalized to more general “partitions” . Namely, in a partition
[
A B
B∗ C
]
,
A can be taken to be a n × n matrix, C to be k × k matrix, and B to be
n×k matrix respectively. This follows from the observation that the crucial
step in the proof of Lemma 2 is the following equivalence:
[
I X
X∗ X
]
≥ 0
if and only if ||X || ≤ 1. However, this equivalence can be extended to the
just mentioned more general partitions. Consequently, Lemma 2 can be
generalized too. Therefore, block matrix techniques can be applied directly
to an analysis of positive maps T : Mn(C)→Mk(C).
(2) Formula (14) can serve as a recipe for producing PPT states (see [8]) and
some non-decomposable maps on matrix algebras.
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